


Pia is walking to school with her dad like Pia is walking to school with her dad like 
every other day.every other day.

Normally she walks straight and turns left, crosses 3 Normally she walks straight and turns left, crosses 3 
streets, turns right and crosses two more streets.streets, turns right and crosses two more streets.

She has been doing this journey since year 1.She has been doing this journey since year 1.
But today, Pia suggests, But today, Pia suggests, 

“Dad, can we start by turning right today?”“Dad, can we start by turning right today?”
Dad said, “Sure, it will still lead us to school!”Dad said, “Sure, it will still lead us to school!”



Pia and Dad turn right and start Pia and Dad turn right and start 
their new journey. their new journey. 

Soon they encounter a very vibrant, narrow street. Soon they encounter a very vibrant, narrow street. 
The little street is full of exotic fruits and vege-The little street is full of exotic fruits and vege-
tables, letters that can’t be read and new smells of tables, letters that can’t be read and new smells of 

spices that Pia has never smelt before.spices that Pia has never smelt before.
 People are wearing colourful clothes, chatting and  People are wearing colourful clothes, chatting and 

laughing.laughing.



Pia feels she has come  somewhere very far.Pia feels she has come  somewhere very far.
While walking down a little lane, she finds a tiny While walking down a little lane, she finds a tiny 

cat figure in a shop full of old  curiosities.cat figure in a shop full of old  curiosities.

She looks in the face of the cat figure and thinks ‘I She looks in the face of the cat figure and thinks ‘I 
wish I could have a day full of exotic adventures!’wish I could have a day full of exotic adventures!’



“Thats not for sale.” Says the old man who was “Thats not for sale.” Says the old man who was 
sitting by the shop counter.sitting by the shop counter.

“But I can give you this” And he gives her a strange “But I can give you this” And he gives her a strange 
looking fruit. It is yellow and spiky.looking fruit. It is yellow and spiky.

She opens the fruit in half and there is yellow and She opens the fruit in half and there is yellow and 
slimy oozing insideslimy oozing inside

She sucks everything at once, it tasts like all the She sucks everything at once, it tasts like all the 
different flavours are combined into one.different flavours are combined into one.

‘This is so exotic!’ She thinks ‘This is so exotic!’ She thinks 

Pia and Dad get out from the narrow streets,Pia and Dad get out from the narrow streets,
 turns left, and cross two more streets until they  turns left, and cross two more streets until they 

still arrive at school.still arrive at school.

All day Pias mind wanders to the adventures of All day Pias mind wanders to the adventures of 
the morning and she longs to go back out into the the morning and she longs to go back out into the 

world to explore.world to explore.



After school, Pia goes to a zoo with dad.After school, Pia goes to a zoo with dad.
There are some people riding camels. The camels There are some people riding camels. The camels 
look bored walking on the concrete ground. They look bored walking on the concrete ground. They 

are walking around a circle over and over in a line.are walking around a circle over and over in a line.

 Pia thinks,  Pia thinks, 
‘I wish those camels In the Sahara desert.’‘I wish those camels In the Sahara desert.’

All of a sudden, one of the camels gets out through All of a sudden, one of the camels gets out through 
a little gap in the cage door.a little gap in the cage door.

 The camel is running into the street and comes up  The camel is running into the street and comes up 
to a construction site with huge pile of sand.to a construction site with huge pile of sand.



As it is walking into the sand, Pia pictures the As it is walking into the sand, Pia pictures the 
camel walking in the Sahara Desert.camel walking in the Sahara Desert.

The camel’s eyes suddenly become sparkly and full The camel’s eyes suddenly become sparkly and full 
of excitement. of excitement. 

Pia can imagine it going on a on a long journey to Pia can imagine it going on a on a long journey to 
transport silk and other beautiful treasures.transport silk and other beautiful treasures.

‘This so amazing!’ She thinks.‘This so amazing!’ She thinks.

“Come on Pia, let’s get back home” says Dad.“Come on Pia, let’s get back home” says Dad.



In the evening, Dad makes Pia an ordinary dinner In the evening, Dad makes Pia an ordinary dinner 
with warm rice and vegetables.with warm rice and vegetables.

“I have a brilliant idea!” Pia says.“I have a brilliant idea!” Pia says.



She gets a pizza pan out of the drawer, spreads the She gets a pizza pan out of the drawer, spreads the 
rice thin into the pan.rice thin into the pan.

She tops yummy vegetables that dad cooked and She tops yummy vegetables that dad cooked and 
sprinkles cheese on the top before she puts it in sprinkles cheese on the top before she puts it in 

the oven. the oven. 



As she takes her rice pizza out from the oven As she takes her rice pizza out from the oven 
she thinks,’ This is so different!’she thinks,’ This is so different!’

The taste of the pizza is just like the pizza in the The taste of the pizza is just like the pizza in the 
restaurant in Italy at the family holiday last year.restaurant in Italy at the family holiday last year.

She eats it all making hand gestures like Italian She eats it all making hand gestures like Italian 
people she saw before.people she saw before.



Pia and dad goes for an evening stroll to a park Pia and dad goes for an evening stroll to a park 
after dinner.after dinner.

She spots a cat reminding her of the cat figure she She spots a cat reminding her of the cat figure she 
found in the morning.found in the morning.

It jumps into a bush.It jumps into a bush.
 Pia followed the cat into the woods. Pia followed the cat into the woods.



 The cat leads Pia to a tiny shrine surrounded by  The cat leads Pia to a tiny shrine surrounded by 
lots of cats. It is calm and quiet.lots of cats. It is calm and quiet.

The moon is full and bright and it makes the cat The moon is full and bright and it makes the cat 
figure even shinier. figure even shinier. 

She even feels the cat figure move a little bit.She even feels the cat figure move a little bit.
She thinks, “This is so fascinating!”She thinks, “This is so fascinating!”



She looks into the face of the figure in the shrine She looks into the face of the figure in the shrine 
and makes a wish.and makes a wish.

“I wish I have interesting adventures like this “I wish I have interesting adventures like this 
every day!every day!



She looks up to the sky to see the moon.She looks up to the sky to see the moon.
 It looks like an exotic slimy yellow fruit. It looks like an exotic slimy yellow fruit.


